Changes in curriculum affect freshman classes

(This is the first of a series of reports from the Perseus League at MIT.)

Paul Johnston

The curriculum for the freshman classes at MIT has changed considerably during the last two years and a half, according to Professor George E. Valley, Undergraduate Planning Director.

When the class of '68 was in its first year at the Institute, a small group of seniors infiltrated the Burton House and called for their execution. S

...Whereas the government which governs most, by order of his Imperial Majesty Richard the First, invites its loyal subjects to a Bacchanalian feast; all subjects are required to appear and join in the revelry, and no subject is to be excused from this custom.

...Unless the subject has been sentenced to death, the order will be served in the Lounge 410 at 10:30 in the morning of Wednesday, March 3.

...The Condition and Advanced Standing Examinations have been moved from 5:00 to 8:30, March 18, at 8 a.m.

...A strange new contender in this recent Massachusetts amateur chess tournament was MacHack, cloned playing Project MAC computer. It finished third-second in a field of thirty-five.

...In our opinion, a PDP 6, programmed by MIT researcher Richard Greenblatt, with the help of research assistant Eastlake and Kraemer and the advice of the MIT chess team.

...Atmospheric models attempt to win the game by successively bettering their position on the board. To accomplish this, it looks at all "plausible" moves and investi-
gates the different possibilities of each move, trying to figure out the best move ahead. It choses as its move the one that it feels is best.

...The computer and has already defeated...Stanford is playing a Russian software program is derived from the MIT chess program. Whether a match can be arranged, MacHack will challenge the winner.

...Despite the computer's ability to look at a greater number of moves than its opponent, its games still have several major weaknesses. One is that it still cannot accurately value the safety of the king. Another is in end games, particularly rook endings. It may not have made the move it did if it had just looked six moves ahead, as the opponent usually does.

...The central topic of the conference is the role of research in the nervous system of mammals, especially man.

...Permanent effects

...If food intake is markedly decreased during infancy, it is likely that the intelligence of the adult will be lower, and the actual metabolic changes may differ from the norm.

...According to President Howard Johnson, who delivered the wel-

...The Malahome threat appears not only in the catastrophic terms of starvation, but also in the equality distress, slow corection of malnu-

...The final blow to the Burton House has been the installation of ABSOLUTE RULER OF BURTON HOUSE

...The student could advance the position he was in, or, if he chose, he could be expelled.

...When the class of '68 entered the halls of the Institute, they dropped the 5.02 requirement, and given independent departments over the course of the curriculum in everything beyond 8.02 and 18.02, except in the humanities, where specific courses were required through the second term of the sophomore year. Not everyone had to take 18.04, which had been created from the old 18.03 and 18.05. For the first time students were permitted to delay either R.0.4 or 5.02, and a new beginning course in physics, 8.03, was given.

...In the Bahamas, where qualified students could go directly to 18.01 or 6.01. Students who received an 80 in the CEEB math examination were offered 18.03, a mathematics-oriented course than the regular 18.02.

...During its second freshman term, the class of '69 was required to take 5.02, at that time a very detailed course in descriptive geometry. Besides humanities, the class was also required to take math through 18.04 and physics through 18.06.
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